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Lab-1001: Flows/IPFIX  
 

Evidence: /home/ndfir/labs/1001/upload-http-8000-* 

Takeaways: Students will analyze network traffic produced by YAF (i.e., NetFlow) 

Objective:  

Analyze flow data produced by yaf and identify potential data exfiltration activity.  

1. Navigate to the lab directory at /home/ndfir/labs/1001/ and find the various artifacts produced 

by yaf; there should be four files as shown in the screen capture below. 

 
YAF Output from 1.2GB PCAP 

 

2. The following commands were used against a very large pcap file (1.2 GB) to create bidirectional 

uniflow Yaf output: 

yaf --in upload-http-8000.pcap --out upload-http-8000-bidirection.yaf  
yaf --in upload-http-8000.pcap --out upload-http-8000-uniflow.yaf --uniflow  

a. The yaf output can be imported by several tools for analysis, as detailed here: 

https://tools.netsa.cert.org/yaf/index.html 

b. Conversely, we can use the yafscii utility to convert the yaf output to human readable text. 

 

3. The following commands were used to create human readable text logs from the yaf output: 

yafscii --in upload-http-8000-bidirection.yaf --print-header --tabular 
yafscii --in upload-http-8000-uniflow.yaf --print-header --tabular 

a. The above commands convert the yaf output to human readable text as well as adding a 

header row for field titles and in “tabular” format. 
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Yafscii Output in Human Readable Text 

 

b. The output is human readable, but formatting is still an issue. To address this, we use the ‘tr’ 

utility installed on our VM to remove all ‘space characters’ (0x20). 

cat upload-http-8000-bidirection.yaf.txt |tr -d ' ' |less -S 

 
Yafscii Output with ‘spaces’ removed 

 

4. Although all fields are important at some point, for this exercise we’ll want to focus on the 

following fields for Bidirectional flow traffic: 

start-time|end-time|duration|rtt|proto|sip|sp|dip|dp|pkt|oct|rpkt|roct  

start-time: Start time of the flow 

end-time: End time of the flow 

duration: Flow duration in fractional seconds. Only present if the flow has a non-zero duration 

rtt: Round-trip time estimate in milliseconds in decimal format 

proto: IP protocol identifier in decimal format 

sip: Source IPv4 address in dotted-quad format or IPv6 address in RFC 2373 format 

sp: Source transport port in decimal format 

dip: Destination IPv4 address in dotted-quad format or IPv6 address in RFC 2373 format 

dp: Destination transport port in decimal format 

pkt: Forward first-packet 802.1q VLAN tag in hexadecimal format 

oct: Forward octet count in decimal format (number of bytes) 

rpkt: Reverse first-packet 802.1q VLAN tag in hexadecimal format 

roct: Reverse octet count in decimal format (number of bytes) 
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Bidirectional: 

cat upload-http-8000-bidirection.yaf.txt |tr -d ' ' |cut -f 
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,18,19,20,21 -d '|' |less -S 

 
Yafscii Output of Bidirectional Flows (spaces removed) 

 

5. For uniflow output, there is no “reverse” data as each directional flow is recorded on a separate 

line; thus, the fields rtt, rpkt, and roct are not applicable. The following fields can be used on 

uniflow logs. 

 

start-time|end-time|duration|proto|sip|sp|dip|dp|pkt|oct  

Uniflow: 

cat upload-http-8000-uniflow.yaf.txt |tr -d ' ' |cut -f 1,2,3,5,6,7,8,9,18,19 -d '|' 
|less -S 

 

 
Yafscii Output of Uniflow Flows (spaces removed) 

 

6. Reviewing each output, there are three data transfers that are exponentially larger than all 

other flows.  
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Yafscii Output of Bidirectional Flows – Large Data Transfers 

 

 

Yafscii Output of Uniflow Flows – Large Data Transfers 

 


